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Introducing Unwrapping Racism:  
Dealing with Differences 

Strategic to today’s topsy-turvy democracy is why skin color still enflames 

pain and violence. We, and our groups, can change that racial hierarchy in the 

U. S. and beyond (Grose 2023). You, the reader, empower the hero of your 

racial actions (Hemendez, 8 Nov, 2022).  

Author’s Experiences and Overall Perspectives on Race 

My in-depth, powerful experiences with people of color is the lifelong source 

of my passion for all racial encounters. This passion for racial justice began 

more as a journey in which I was trying to understand myself in terms of the 

whole world. In my gut, I intentionally sought face-to-face interactions with 

persons of different racial backgrounds. It meant I would learn from them in 

their own communities!  

A telegram came to me in Singapore from a Black college president in Austin, 

Texas. He recruited me to teach sociology at Huston-Tillotson College, a 

historically-Black college. I was warmly received by its students, faculty and 

staff; it was challenging for me as their only white colleague. That entire 

experience continues to motivate my passion, understanding and focus on 

race relations.  

Out of classroom experiences included participation in civil rights marches, 

demonstrations against the Ku Klux Klan, leading in Austin’s City Council 

meetings with Black community members, serving as a community organizer 

in Black communities, and lecturing with Volunteers in Service to America 

(VISTA). Also fascinating for me was to live in a Black community and lead in 

a Black church for 11 years. 

Hired by other groups of color, I co-led a Hmong institution, served as an 

American Indian community worker, and taught in the only two colleges of 

the diverse country Belize, Central America.  

Picture in your mind my many experiences associated with teaching in 

historically-white institutions like Olivet College in Michigan, and Minnesota 

State University, Mankato, Minnesota. Seated in a circle, the racially diverse 

student groups engaged each other and me while learning by discussion. 

Most of the students of color respected how I dealt with racial issues and were 

empowered by my leadership.  
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Many of us are unclear about how we deal with human differences. Some see 

differences as only a way to seek common understanding – not as ends in 

themselves. Others view racial differences as relationships that need 

minimizing or hiding for whatever reason or no reason.  

Consider my approach. Differences are not the problem. Rather it is how our 

feelings and thoughts address social differences. That is challenging, complex 

and changing.  

Each chapter in this book is filled with numerous paragraphs which show how 

the reader may vitally act on race. All the designed projects, exercises and 

some of the questions also may be utilized with other issues of the book. The 

final chapter exclusively approaches how to make a difference with our racial 

conundrum.  

Our Background to Multi-Racial Excellence 

You, I, and everyone desire to achieve the utmost in our lives, and for our 

offspring. One profound approach to this goal is to equip ourselves for that to 

happen. So we anticipate, prepare, plan, and act upon our goals that 

dynamically include viable racial relationships. This contextual background 

inspires others to join us in exploring that racial part of our goals, including 

racial engagements.  

You and I bring ourselves to the vibrant and volatile daily experiences with 

race. Our questions, biases, memories, lingering thoughts, and personal 

“baggage” of awkward scripts present the context for our encounters with 

racial relationships. There is singular and plural power in that background.  

And, we pull up the societal frameworks for our present-day racial context. 

These fundamental structures include where and when we were born, family 

life, friendship patterns, political systems, spiritual frames of reference, 

educational environment, and media connections. 

Journaling  

Neurological Journaling 

Basically, the neurons of the brain initiate the optic nerve through the 

neurological pathways to connect with the hand. Simplified, this process 

illuminates thinking to create new insights and understanding throughout the 

body systems. That interplay within the neurological process brings meaning 

to what we call journaling (Ryan, Oct. 25, 2022).  

An in depth, scholarly description of this journaling is presented by Dr. Karin 

Ryan.  
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Journaling has neurobiological benefits, including increased 

neuroplasticity, allowing your brain to grow and adjust. When you 

write, you are activating many parts of your brain, including your 

frontal lobe for interpreting words and language, your occipital lobe as 

you see your writing, and your motor cortex as you move your arm and 

hand (Ryan, Nov. 17, 2022).  

Psychological Responses with Journaling 

Some of our awesome moments, creative ideas, and deep feelings bubble up 

while journaling. 

It permeates our intellectual juices with newly discovered inspirational ideas. 

It awakens our sluggish feelings that stimulate tender, heartfelt experiences. 

When both head and heart resonate, we may touch the keys of harmonious 

blending.  

All these beautiful experiences are similar to hearing those all-encompassing 

musical sounds while sitting inside an orchestra.  

Our individual writing insights may be less glorious, and may only clarify an 

anticipated word or expression. 

Often our journaling thoughts seem routine, stale, stuck, trite, or we may “call 

timeout.” 

And our feelings may be shallow, dull, lacking empathy or distracted by our 

dominating thoughts.  

They may become like the string instrument that strikes a shrill note. 

Or we may dispel our feelings, and launch a few questions. Our journaling 

may grow through questions we dismiss, or expedite. 

Kinds of Journaling 

In essence, our journaling may be eclectic, multi-directional, probing, and it 

uses critical thinking.  

Eclectic journaling accepts the greatest variety of persons and circumstances 

and sees them in their unique and disjointed experiences. For instance, 

persons with disadvantaged backgrounds and the privileged elites are 

recognized in their less powerful and more powerful characteristics.  

Multi-directional journaling has the ability to imagine the impact of social 

forces on individual lives, and include empathy. For example, this kind of 

writing goes beyond either/or thinking and looks for multiple approaches to 

persons frequently unnoticed or hidden, or obscured from our vision.  
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Probing journaling investigates a layered background of what is behind issues. 

Thoughts, feelings, change and connections to each day’s experience are 

addressed. For example, what are our own decision-making behaviors around 

the racial hierarchy? 

Critical thinking journaling weighs various viewpoints by way of comparing 

and/or contrasting an issue or issues. Through skepticism, curiosity and 

doubt, this thought process questions an argument or conclusion. For 

instance, are there alternative views about race that are based on new 

evidence or heartfelt feelings? 

Other journaling initiatives by the reader also are encouraged. For example, the 

reader is challenged to journal with any questions not designated in my book’s 

list. All phases of journaling are appropriate for group experience and/or 

individual opportunities. If the journaling needs to be read by others, they 

may expect a formal, grammatical approach. Confidentiality may be needed. 

Otherwise, a free-flowing style without commas and periods will suffice. 

Journaling Action 

Effective and genuine journaling may occur in a single sentence or phrase, or 

within a paragraph. Consequently, it may reflect only one type of journaling. 

For greater insight and development, the reader can plan to adopt all the 

above kinds of journaling by the time of completing the book.  
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